
STOP SPONSORING
TURKISH FASCISM

Nike sponsors the Turkish national 
football team who have been 
making grotesque military salutes 
at their international matches in 
support of the Turkish invasion of 
Rojava, Northeast Syria. Nike 
also sponsors several other 
Turkish sports teams and personal-

UK Kurdish organisations, and the supporters of the Rojava 
revolution are calling for Nike to drop their sponsorship of 
Turkish sports teams. We are also asking consumers to boycott 
Nike until they drop their sponsorship.

Turkish-led forces invaded Rojava 
on 9 October. Since then Turkey 
has committed ethnic cleansing 
and war crimes. The invasion has 
so far killed over 300 civilians, 
created around 350,000 
displaced people, and allowed 
hundreds of Daesh (Isis/Isil) 
supporters to escape detention.

Turkey has systematically attacked 
medical staff, who are trying to 
care for the wounded as well as 
attacking water facilities, to deny 
people even water to drink.

Turkeyʼs attack is intended to 
crush the progressive pluralist 
revolution going on in Rojava. A 
revolution that is based on the 
principles of direct democracy, 
womens  ̓freedom and ecology.

boycott-turkey.net, riseup4rojava.org, @RiseUp4Rojava, kurdishsolidaritynetwork.wordpress.com
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